
Influenza outbreaks have occurred since at least the 
Middle Ages, if not since ancient times1. In the past cen-
tury, there were four severe influenza pandemics, in 1918 
(Spanish flu), in 1957 (Asian flu), in 1968 (Hong Kong 
flu) and in 2009 (swine flu), as well as a moderate pan-
demic in 1977 (Russian flu)1. There is a high probability 
that we will face another influenza pandemic, but it is 
impossible to predict when it will happen, where it will 
originate, what virus subtype will cause the pandemic 
and the severity of such an outbreak. However, it is likely 
that new animal-derived influenza strains, particularly 
avian strains, will contribute to new pandemics2, and an 
increased understanding of the molecular mechanisms 
involved in determining influenza host tropism should 
facilitate such predictions in the future.

Influenza A virus is a zoonotic pathogen that can 
infect a broad range of species, including birds, pigs, 
dogs, horses, tigers and humans, causing annual epidem-
ics (known as seasonal flu) and, at irregular intervals, 
pandemics (BOX 1). The virus is an enveloped, single-
stranded, negative-sense RNA virus with a segmented 
genome comprising eight gene segments3 that encode 
16 proteins4,5 (FIG. 1a), although not all viruses express  
all 16 proteins. Haemagglutinin (HA) and neuramini-
dase (NA) are the two major viral envelope glycoproteins 
that recognize sialic acid (SA) on host cells. HA binds 
to sialylated host cell receptors and mediates membrane 
fusion, whereas NA removes sialyl residues from the 
membrane of infected cells and from viral membranes 
to enable budding and release of newly synthesized virus 
particles6. In the infected host, both HA and NA are 

targeted by neutralizing antibodies, and based on their 
antigenic properties, influenza type A viruses are clas-
sified into 18 HA subtypes (H1–H16 in wild waterfowl, 
and H17 and H18 in bats; note that the functions of the 
bat HA subtypes are currently unknown) and into 11 
NA subtypes (N1–N9 in wild waterfowl, and N10 and 
N11 in bats)6–10.

To achieve interspecies transmission (known as a 
‘host jump’), influenza A virus must change its tropism 
to preferentially target new host species, and both viral 
and host factors have been implicated in this event11,12. 
The high mutation rate of the virus enables it to evolve 
rapidly and thereby overcome host barriers. All eight 
gene segments evolve continuously, but this evolution 
is most pronounced for the HA and NA glycoproteins. 
Evolution is achieved by two main mechanisms: genetic 
reassortment between different subtypes (known as anti-
genic shift if it occurs in either the HA or NA segments) 
and point mutations owing to antibody-mediated 
immune pressure (known as antigenic drift), includ-
ing substitutions, deletions and insertions within the 
antibody-binding sites. This results in the generation 
of modified influenza virus genomes, which facilitates 
virus evasion of the host immune response.

HA proteins exhibit specific binding affinities for 
the different SA-linked glycoproteins that are expressed 
on cell-surface receptors. Avian viruses preferentially 
bind to SA linked to the terminal oligosaccharide by 
an α2,3 bond (which is referred to as the avian recep-
tor), whereas human strains favour the α2,6-linked SA 
receptor (which is referred to as the human receptor). 
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Herd immunity 
(Also known as herd effect or 
community immunity). A form 
of immunity that occurs when 
the vaccination of a substantial 
portion of a population (or 
herd) provides a measure of 
protection for individuals who 
have not developed immunity. 

Macropinocytic endocytosis
A process by which cells 
internalize molecules using a 
non-selective uptake pattern.

Clathrin-mediated 
endocytosis
A process by which cells 
internalize molecules in a 
receptor-mediated uptake 
pattern; it is also called 
receptor-mediated 
endocytosis.

Specific amino acid mutations in HA lead to a change 
in receptor-binding preference and thus to altered 
host specificity and tropism. In addition to the struc-
tural determinants of viral HA and their corresponding 
receptors, other viral determinants contribute to host-
specific adaptation, such as the balance between HA 
receptor-binding activity and NA-mediated release from 
infected cells, and amino acid substitutions in viral RNA 
polymeras e (reviewed in REFS 11,12).

In this Review, we describe recent crystallographic 
studies that have identified the structural determinants 
of viral HA that enable interspecies transmission, and we 
also briefly consider corresponding changes in the host 
receptor. First, we provide a brief overview of the host 
cell receptors and viral HA proteins that are involved 
in the initial stages of influenza A virus infection. We 
then discuss recent crystallographic structures of the H1, 
H2, H3, H5 and H7 HA subtypes in complex with both 
avian and human receptors, with a focus on the amino 

acid substitutions in the receptor-binding site of HA that 
enable the host jump. Please note, all amino acid residues 
throughout the paper are numbered according to the H3 
subtype (as is convention in the field), which enables the 
different virus subtypes to be compared.

The influenza virus life cycle
The virus initially binds to SA-linked host cell-surface 
receptors via the HA glycoprotein (see below) and, fol-
lowing entry into the cell by endocytosis13, the viral 
and endosomal membranes fuse under low pH con-
ditions14–16 (FIG. 1b). The viral genome is subsequently 
released into the cytoplasm and migrates to the nucleus, 
where it is transcribed and replicated. Viral segments 
then associate with nucleoprotein (NP) to form viral 
ribonucleoproteins (vRNPs), which are exported to the 
cytoplasm for packaging with the assistance of matrix 
protein 1 (M1) and non-structural protein 2 (NS2; also 
known as NEP). NS1 is not included in the virion but 
is abundantly expressed in infected cells17. The vRNPs 
translocate to the cell membrane along with the envelope 
proteins, HA, NA, M1 and the ion channel protein M2, 
and virus particles are formed18. Finally, release of the 
virus particle from the host cell is mediated by NA, and 
the infection spreads to other host cells.

Host cell-surface receptors. The cell-surface recep-
tors that influenza viruses bind to are glycolipids or 
glycoproteins that contain terminal SA moieties19–21. 
Glycoproteins contain two types of glycan modifica-
tion, N-glycans and O-glycans12; N-linked glycan chains 
are attached to asparagine residues, whereas O-linked 
glycosylation occurs at serine or threoine residues. 
N-glycans, O-glycans and glycolipids have different 
core structures12; however, it is the distinct structural 
features of the terminal SA moieties attached to the 
glycan chains that are the key determinants of receptor-
binding specificity, rather than differences in the core 
structures. The host receptors that influenza viruses bind 
to contain the three common terminal saccharides SA1, 
galactose (Gal2) and N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc3)22 
(the numbers correspond to the position of the terminal 
saccharides), and the penultimate Gal is linked to either 
α2,3-SA or α2,6-SA. Previous studies have revealed that 
the entry of influenza viruses is reduced in the absence 
of sialylated N-glycans23,24, and the internalization of 
influenza viruses via macropinocytic endocytosis, but not 
uptake via clathrin-mediated endocytosis, is dependent 
on N-glycans24. Moreover, mouse cells that lack gly-
colipids can be efficiently infected with human H3N2 
virus25, which suggests that glycolipids are not essential 
for virus binding. As most studies have been carried out 
in vitro with human viruses, the specific roles of sia-
lylated N-glycans, O-glycans and glycolipids in vivo and 
their roles in the binding of avian viruses have not been 
established.

The α2,6-linked SA receptor is predominantly found 
in the upper respiratory tract (URT) in humans, and 
α2,3-linked SA receptors are expressed in the lower res-
piratory tract (LRT)26. Thus, human influenza virus rep-
licates readily in the upper airway, whereas replication 

Box 1 | The ecological cycle of influenza A viruses

The ecological cycle of influenza viruses can be divided into a natural avian influenza 
cycle, and an animal and human influenza cycle (see the figure). In the natural avian 
influenza cycle, aquatic birds, including shorebirds and waterfowls, are likely to be the 
natural host species (also known as reservoir hosts)92. Most of the known natural avian 
influenza A viruses circulate in these aquatic birds, providing all of the genetic diversity 
required for the emergence of pandemic and/or epidemic influenza A viruses with 
tropism for humans, other mammalian species and domestic animals. To enter the 
animal and human influenza cycle, avian influenza A viruses are transmitted to domestic 
birds, such as chickens and ducks, probably via occasional contact. Subsequently, the 
avian influenza A viruses can be transmitted to swine, which act as intermediate hosts 
and as ‘mixing vessels’ by facilitating the reassortment of the genes from different 
influenza A viruses (known as an antigenic shift), thereby generating a new influenza 
virus subtype6. Swine are susceptible to both avian and human viruses, and the 
reassortment of human and avian viruses could lead to the generation of pandemic 
viruses. Both domestic birds and swine can further spread influenza A viruses to 
humans, occasionally causing pandemics, depending on the characteristics of the virus 
and existing herd immunity in the human population. The recent identification of 
influenza-like H17N10 and H18N11 genomes in bats7–12 provides new insights into the 
ecological cycle of these viruses. No live viruses have been isolated from bats, and only 
whole viral genomes have been detected. The haemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase 
(NA) proteins of H17N10 and H18N11 lack a canonical function, and thus we define 
H17N10 and H18N11 as influenza-like viruses that might be ancient forms of current 
influenza viruses. Influenza A viruses could be transmitted from bats to each species in 
these two influenza cycles, but this hypothesis requires further study.
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of the avian influenza virus mainly occurs in the LRT in 
humans, which explains why avian viruses occasionally 
infect humans.

HA glycoprotein. HA is the most abundant protein on 
the surface of the virion, and it mediates binding to the 
host receptor and fusion between the viral and host 
endosomal membranes. In addition, it is the primary tar-
get of neutralizing antibodies directed against the differ-
ent viral subtypes. The HA precursor polypeptide (HA0) 
is a type 1 transmembrane glycoprotein of about 550 
amino acids, with an amino-terminal signal sequence, a 
transmembrane domain near the carboxyl terminus and 
a short cytoplasmic tail. The HA0 precursor is activated 
by proteolytic cleavage into two disulphide-linked poly-
peptides, HA1 and HA2. Three monomers of HA1–HA2 
form the mature 220 kDa homotrimeric HA protein.

The X-ray crystal structure of the HA ectodomain was 
first reported in 1981 (REF. 27). The HA trimer projects 

approximately 135 Å from the viral membrane and can be 
divided into two domains: the membrane-distal globu-
lar domain and the membrane-proximal stem domain 
(FIG. 2a). The receptor-binding site forms a shallow pocket 
at the tip of the globular domain and comprises three 
secondary structural elements and one base element6. 
The three secondary elements, namely the 130-loop, the 
190-helix and the 220-loop (the numbers correspond to 
the amino acids in the H3 subtype), form the edges of the 
receptor-binding site, and four highly conserved residues 
(Y98, W153, H183 and Y195, of the H3 subtype) form 
the base. The SA moiety of the receptor typically forms 
several conserved hydrogen bonds with the 130-loop and 
the base residue Y98, and the remaining glycan moieties 
interact with the 220-loop or the 190-helix. In addition, 
the residues W153, H183 and Y195 contribute to receptor 
binding via van der Waals interactions.

The avian α2,3-linked SA receptor typically has an 
extended configuration in the HA-bound state, and the 
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Figure 1 | Structure and life cycle of influenza A viruses. a | Influenza A viruses are enveloped, single-stranded, 
negative-sense RNA viruses that contain eight gene segments that encode 16 proteins (although not all influenza viruses 
express all 16 proteins). The non-structural segment encodes the nuclear export protein NS2 and the host antiviral 
response antagonist NS1; the matrix segment encodes the matrix protein M1, the ion channel protein M2 and  
the M2-related protein M42 (which can functionally replace M2); the haemagglutinin (HA) segment encodes the 
receptor-binding glycoprotein HA; and the neuraminidase (NA) segment encodes NA (which cleaves sialic acid from cell 
surfaces). In addition, nucleoprotein (NP) and the components of the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase complex (PB1, PB2 
and PA) are expressed from their respective genome segments. The two newly identified proteins N40 (the function of 
which is unknown93) and PA-X94, which represses cellular gene expression, are encoded by the PB1 and PA segments, 
respectively. Another two forms of PA (with amino-terminal truncations) have been found recently, named PA-N155 and 
PA-N182, which are likely to have important functions in the replication cycle of influenza A viruses5. In addition, some 
viruses express the pro-apoptotic protein PB1-F2, which is encoded by a second ORF in the PB1 segment. b | Virus 
infection is initiated by binding of the virus to sialylated host cell-surface receptors, and entry is mediated by endocytosis. 
In the host cell, fusion of viral and endosomal membranes occurs at low pH, which enables the release of the segmented 
viral genome into the cytoplasm. The viral genome is subsequently translocated to the nucleus, where it is transcribed and 
replicated. Following synthesis in the cytoplasm, viral proteins are assembled into viral ribonucleoproteins (vRNPs) in the 
nucleus. Export of vRNPs to the cytoplasm is mediated by M1 and NS2. Virus particles are assembled at the cell membrane, 
and the newly generated progeny virus buds into extracellular fluid. 
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Trans conformation 
The conformation of a 
glycosidic linkage of receptor 
analogues, in which the two 
carbon atoms at either end of 
the glycosidic bond are 
oriented in opposing 
directions. 

Cis conformation
The conformation of a 
glycosidic linkage of a receptor 
analogue, in which the two 
carbon atoms at either end of 
the glycosidic bond are 
oriented in the same direction.

glycan rings interact with the 220-loop of HA, whereas the 
human α2,6-linked SA receptor displays a folded configu-
ration, with the glycan rings interacting with the 190-helix 
(FIG. 2b,c). In most of the previously determined crystal 
structures of the HA–receptor complex, the α2,3-linked 
SA receptor adopts a trans conformation and the hydro-
philic glycosidic oxygen atom faces the 220-loop, whereas 
the α2,6-linked SA receptor adopts a cis conformation and 
the hydrophobic C6 atom points towards the 220-loop. 
However, recent structural studies of the H7 subtype 
complexed with the avian receptor analogue challenge 
this dogma28. Both cis and trans conformations of the α2,3 
SA moieties were observed in low-energy environments, 
which suggests that both conformations are stable in the 
HA-bound state28 (see below). The different conforma-
tions of α2,3-linked and α2,6-linked SA receptors require 
that the receptor-binding site of HA contains distinct 
amino acids: hydrophilic residues are required for HA 
binding to α2,3-linked SA, whereas hydrophobic residues 
are required for binding to α2,6-linked SA. Therefore, 
amino acid substitutions in the receptor-binding site of 
HA are required to facilitate the host jump. Only the H1, 
H2 and H3 subtypes have naturally adapted to infect 

humans. The specific amino acid substitutions that 
result in altered receptor-binding properties are distinct 
for each HA subtype (see below).

Receptor binding determinants of H1
Two severe flu pandemics were caused by the H1N1 sub-
type: the 1918 Spanish flu pandemic and the 2009 swine 
flu pandemic. 

Crystal structures of H1–receptor complexes have 
been determined for HA proteins from avian, swine and 
human isolates29–33. Most of the avian H1 subtypes can 
bind to both α2,3- and α2,6-linked SA receptors, and 
the receptor-binding site in HA contains the residues 
E190 and G225 (REFS 32,33) (FIG. 3a). By contrast, in the 
H1 glycoproteins from two human-adapted isolates, 
the residues E190 and G225 are mutated to D190 and 
D225, and these HA glycoproteins specifically bind to 
the human α2,6-linked SA receptor (FIG. 3b). Binding 
to α2,6-linked SA receptors is mediated by hydrogen 
bonds between the glycan ring of the receptor and 
D190 and D225 in HA29,30. Crystal structures of a human 
receptor analogue in complex with HA showed that 
D190 interacts with GlcNAc3, whereas D225 contacts 

Figure 2 | The haemagglutinin binding site and host receptors. a | The crystal structure of the ectodomain of 
haemagglutinin (HA) reveals two distinct domains: the globular domain and the stem domain. The receptor-binding site is 
located on the membrane-distal globular domain and forms a shallow pocket comprising three secondary elements: the 
130-loop, 190-helix and 220-loop (the numbers correspond to the amino acids in the H3 subtype; see inset). Four highly 
conserved residues (Y98, W153, H183 and Y195) form the base element of the receptor-binding site (indicated in orange). 
The fusion peptide, which inserts into the host membrane during membrane fusion, is indicated. The structural figures 
were created using Protein Data Bank (PDB) accession 4JUG. b,c | The HA receptor analogues can be categorized into two 
types: the avian receptor analogue (α2,3-linked sialylated glycan receptor) (part b) and the human receptor analogue 
(α2,6-linked sialylated glycan receptor) (part c). Sialylated glycans of the host receptors that influenza viruses bind to 
contain the three terminal saccharides: the terminal sialic acid SA1, the galactose ring Gal2 (at position two relative to SA) 
and N-acetylglucosamine GlcNAc3 (at position three relative to SA). When bound by HA, the α2,3-linked SA receptor 
adopts a trans conformation and the hydrophilic glycosidic oxygen atom faces the 220-loop in the receptor-binding site 
(part b), whereas the α2,6-linked SA receptor adopts a cis conformation and the hydrophobic C6 atom points towards the 
220-loop (part c). The structural figures are created using the PDB accessions 4JUH and 4JUJ.
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Surface plasmon resonance
A method used to measure the 
interaction of macromolecules 
at a surface via changes in the 
refractive index.

Microarray
A two-dimensional array on a 
solid substrate (usually a glass 
or plastic slide) that numerous 
biomaterials are attached to  
in a regular pattern for 
biochemical or genetic analysis.

Gal2. Owing to differences in the overall configura-
tion of the α2,6-linked SA receptor compared with the 
α2,3-linked SA receptor (folded versus extended), these 
interactions are absent in the crystal structure of the 
avian HA–recepto r complex29,30.

During the late stages of the 1918 and 2009 pan-
demics, D225G HA reversion mutants of both of these 
pandemic viruses emerged in patients34,35 (FIG. 3c). 
These D225G mutants (which retained the E190D 
mutation) had dual receptor-binding specificity, which 
was confirmed by surface plasmon resonance and glycan 
microarray experiments29,30 (FIG. 3c). Different structural 
explanations for the shift in receptor-binding specific-
ity have been proposed. First, it has been suggested 
that the D225G substitution results in the loss of a salt 
bridge between D225 and K222 in HA, which relaxes 
the 220-loop and enables the Q226 residue to inter-
act with the α2,3-linked SA receptor, which has not 
been observed in other H1 HA–recepto r complexes30. 
Alternatively, it was proposed that the D225G sub-
stitution induces a distinct conformational change in 
the 220-loop as a result of an alteration in the back-
bone conformation of G225 (REF. 29). Both models are 
plausible, and it is likely that both the loss of the salt 
bridge and the conformational change in G225 increase 
the flexibility of the 220-loop, which provides a suit-
able microenvironment to accommodate the extended  
configuration of the α2,3-linked SA receptor.

During adaptation of the H1 subtype to humans, other 
combinations of amino acid substitutions occurred. For 
example, HA from an early human H1 isolate (from 
1934) was found to contain E190 and D225 (REFS 31,36), 
which enabled binding to both avian and human recep-
tors, whereas HA from another isolate from the 2009 
pandemic carried D190 and E225 and was specific for 
the human receptor30,34. Some of these intermediate sub-
stitutions are considered to be stepping stones on the 
pathways towards full specificity for the human receptor. 
The fact that earlier isolates have dual specificity and later 
pandemic isolates specifically bind to the human receptor 
highlights the remarkable capacity for these viruses to 
undergo a shift from dual specificity to human specificity.

In summary, the combination of distinct amino acids 
at positions 225 and 190 is important for determining 
the receptor-binding specificity of the H1 subtype. HA 
proteins that contain E190/G225, E190/D225 or D190/
G225 in their receptor-binding site have dual receptor-
binding specificity, whereas those that contain D190/
D225 and D190/E225 preferentially bind to the human 
receptor. It is noteworthy that an amino acid substitu-
tion (alanine to serine) at position 138 was also found 
to be important for the host jump36; H1 isolates with 
dual-binding specificity have alanine at position 138, 
whereas those that are human receptor specific contain 
serine. This idea was proposed as early as 1989 (REF. 36); 
however, structural evidence is still lacking.

Figure 3 | Haemagglutinin proteins from the H1, H2 and H3 subtypes in complex with the avian and human 
receptor analogues. Crystal structures of H1, H2 and H3 haemagglutinin (HA)–receptor complexes have revealed the 
structural basis for the switch in binding specificity. a | H1 HA from the avian subtype contains the residues E190 and 
G225 in the receptor-binding site, and can bind to both α2,3-linked (avian; shown in cyan) and α2,6-linked (human; shown 
in magenta) sialic acid (SA) receptors. The structural figures were created using Protein Data Bank (PDB) accessions 
1RVX and 1RVZ. b | H1 HA proteins from two human isolates from the 1918 and 2009 pandemics contain the residues 
D190 and D225 and specifically bind to the human receptor. The crystal structure revealed that D190 interacts with 
N-acetylgalactosamine GlcNAc3, whereas D225 contacts the galactose ring Gal2.These interactions are absent in the 
avian HA–receptor complex owing to the different configurations of the human receptor (folded) compared with the 
avian receptor (extended)29,30. The structural figure was created using the PDB accession 4JTV. c | H1 HA mutants from later 
isolates from the 1918 and 2009 pandemics contain the residues D190 and G225 and can bind to both avian and human 
receptors. It is likely that G225 increases the flexibility of the 220-loop, which provides a suitable microenvironment to 
accommodate the extended configuration of the avian α2,3-linked SA receptor. The structural figures were created using 
PDB accessions 4JUH and 4JUJ. d | Avian HA proteins from the H2 and H3 subtypes contain the residues Q226 and G228, 
and can bind to both avian and human receptors. The structural figures were created using PDB accessions 2WR3 and 
2WR4. e | HA proteins from human-adapted H2 and H3 subtypes contain the residues L226 and S228, and preferentially 
bind to the human receptor. L226 creates a hydrophobic environment that is favourable for the orientation of the 
hydrophobic C6 atom of the α2,6-linked SA receptor but is incompatible with the orientation of the hydrophilic glycosidic 
oxygen of the α2,3-linked SA receptor. The residue S228 forms a hydrogen bond with SA1, which increases the binding 
affinity of HA for the human receptor. Moreover, the avian H2 HA binds more efficiently to the human receptor than the 
avian H3 HA owing to hydrogen-bond interactions between N186 in H2 HA and Gal2, which are absent in H3 HA owing to 
the short side chain of S186. The structural figure was created using PDB accession 2WR7. 
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Reassortant 
A term that usually refers to a 
virus that contains two or more 
segments of nucleic acid 
(segmented genome) that are 
derived from different viruses. 

Binding determinants of H2 and H3
The 1957 and 1968 pandemics were caused by influenza 
viruses of the H2N2 and H3N2 subtypes, respectively37. 
The human-adapted H2 and H3 HA glycoproteins 
both differ from their avian-specific HA counterparts 
in terms of two amino acid substitutions: Q226L and 
G228S (REFS 38,39). Avian H2 and H3 HA proteins can 
bind to both α2,3-linked and α2,6-linked SA receptors, 
whereas the human-adapted H2 and H3 HA proteins 
preferentially bind to the human receptor22,32,40 (FIG. 3d,e). 
Structural studies revealed that the residue L226 creates a 
hydrophobic environment that is incompatible with the 
orientation of the hydrophilic glycosidic oxygen of the 
α2,3-linked SA receptor but that is favourable for the ori-
entation of the hydrophobic C6 atom of the α2,6-linked 
SA receptor22,32 (FIG. 2b,c). In addition, the residue S228 
forms a hydrogen bond with SA1, which increases the 
binding affinity of HA for the human receptor22,32. The 
human receptor adopts a cis conformation when bound 
to both avian and human H2 and H3 HA proteins.

A recent paper explored the evolution of the r eceptor-
binding properties of the HA glycoprotein from the 
H3N2 subtype41. Since its introduction into humans in 
1968, the HA protein has continued to evolve. H3 viruses 
that were isolated after 1999 have reduced affinity for 
both human and avian receptors and, accordingly, these 
viruses display poor replicative potential in avian eggs 
and mammalian cell cultures42–45. Several key changes 
in the receptor-binding site of HA occurred41. Two 
sequential amino acid substitutions were found at posi-
tion 225: between the years 2001 and 2002, the G225D 
substitution emerged, which was accompanied by the 
W222R substitution; and between the years 2004 and 
2005, the D225N substitution was accompanied by the 
S193F substitution (while maintaining arginine at posi-
tion 222). The residue at position 226 also underwent 
two mutations: the L226V substitution was detected 
before 2001, and in 2004, the V226I mutation emerged. 
Crystal structures of complexes formed between human 
receptor analogues and HA proteins (containing F193, 
R222, N225 and I226) from viruses isolated in 2004 and 
2005 revealed substantial differences in the flexibility of 
the 220-loop compared with the crystal structure of the 
1968 H3 HA in complex with the receptor. These con-
formational changes affect the interactions between the 
220-loop and glycan moieties of the receptor analogue, 
which might explain the reduced affinity of these later 
strains for the human receptor41. The D225N substitu-
tion impairs the formation of hydrogen bonds between 
the side chain of residue D225 and Gal2, whereas the 
L226V and V226I mutations destabilize the interaction 
with the hydrophobic C6 atom in the glycosidic linkage 
of the human receptor, thus resulting in reduced affinity 
for the human receptor.

Electron density studies revealed that the avian H2 
HA binds more efficiently to the human receptor than 
the avian H3 HA owing to hydrogen bond interactions 
between N186 in H2 HA and Gal2; these interactions 
are absent in H3 HA owing to the short side chain of 
S186 (REF. 32). The N186 substitution might enable the 
H2 virus to gain an initial ‘foothold’ in the human host, 

and subsequent selective pressure could result in the 
Q226L and G228S substitutions, which might increase 
the binding affinity of the virus to the human receptor 
and reduce binding to the avian receptor.

Host jump of the H5 subtype
Although the highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) 
virus H5N1 has caused several hundred sporadic cases 
of human infections since 1997 (REF. 46), it has not yet 
acquired the ability to efficiently transmit between 
humans. There is currently no evidence to suggest 
that H5 has acquired the ability to preferentially bind 
the human receptor47–49, although recent studies have 
shown that it is possible to generate H5N1 mutants 
with a preference for the α2,6-linked SA receptor and 
the capacity for airborne transmission50–52. Two of these 
studies identified four artificially selected mutations 
in the HA protein that enable H5N1 viruses to break 
through the species barrier and to become transmissi-
ble by the airborne route in a ferret mammalian model 
system (which is an important experimental animal 
model for studying human influenza infections). In one 
study, H5N1 was genetically modified by site-directed 
mutagenesis and was then serially passaged in ferrets50, 
and in another study, a reassortant H5 HA–H1N1 virus 
was generated by combining a mutated HA from the 
H5N1 virus with the other seven gene segments from a 
2009 pandemic H1N1 strain51 (the virus strains studied 
were A/Indonesia/5/2005 and A/Vietnam/1203/2004, 
respectively50,51). These experiments have provided some 
important clues about how H5 HA can efficiently bind 
to the human receptor, but they have engendered some 
controversy owing to the potential use of the mutated 
viruses as bioweapons or the threat they might pose if 
accidentally released. The amino acid substitutions that 
led to the host jump are N158D, N224K, Q226L and 
T318I in the strain from Vietnam, and H110Y, T160A, 
Q226L and G228S in the Indonesian strain. Thus, the 
only mutation that is shared by both is the Q226L sub-
stitution, which is located in the receptor binding site of 
HA50,51. Since then, the molecular basis of the receptor-
binding specificity shift has been elucidated53–55. Crystal 
structures of the wild-type and mutant H5 HA pro-
teins from A/Indonesia/5/2005, A/Vietnam/1194/2004 
(in which the HA sequence is highly similar to A/
Vietnam/1203/2004, with only one amino acid dif-
ference) and A/Vietnam/1203/2004 in complex with 
receptor analogues revealed that residue L226 creates a 
hydrophobic environment that is favourable for binding 
of the mutant HA proteins to the human receptor, but 
not to the avian receptor53–57 (FIG. 4a,b). This is similar 
to the observations for human-adapted H2 and H3 HA 
proteins (FIG. 3d,e). Further structural analysis indicated 
that binding of the HA mutant from the Indonesian 
strain to avian or human receptor analogues can lead 
to a trans to cis conformational switch53. In addition, 
the N158D or T160A substitutions in mutant H5 HA 
proteins from the strains from Vietnam or Indonesia, 
respectively, resulted in the loss of a glycosylation site 
near the receptor-binding site, which increased prefer-
ence for the human receptor. Moreover, the T318I and 
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H110Y substitutions from the Vietnam and Indonesia 
strains, respectively, increased HA thermostability, 
which is important for airborne transmissibility of virus 
among ferrets53–55. The T318I substitution does not 
affect receptor binding and instead stabilizes the posi-
tion of the fusion peptide within the HA monomer54 (the 
fusion peptide consists of the hydrophobic HA2 residues 
1–10, which are inserted into the target membrane dur-
ing virus–membrane fusion (FIG. 1a)). By contrast, the 
H110Y substitution tightly connects the HA monomers 
via hydrogen bonding, which stabilizes the trimeric pro-
tein53. This indicates that several amino acid substitu-
tions can lead to increased HA stability, which might 
facilitate airborne transmission.

In addition, a recent study showed that a minimum 
set of five substitutions is sufficient to enable airborne 
transmission of the H5N1 virus in ferrets58. The five 
substitutions occurred in the RNA polymerase proteins 
(PB1 and PB2) and HA. The two substitutions in PB1 
and PB2 together enhanced transcription and virus rep-
lication owing to increased polymerase activity58. These 
findings are consistent with a previous study in which the 
importance of RNA polymerase mutations in enabling 
the H5N1 host jump was also emphasized59. Moreover, 
the H110Y substitution in HA increased protein ther-
mostability, and two further substitutions (T160A and 

Q226L (or G228S)) in HA changed the binding prefer-
ence from avian to human receptors (FIG. 4a,b). Although 
HA proteins with single Q226L or G228S substitutions 
bound less efficiently to the human receptor compared 
with the double mutant, viruses with the single substi-
tutions, which also contained the other substitutions in 
PB1,PB2, H110Y and T160A, were still transmissible58. 
These findings suggest that the ability of H5N1 to bind 
to the human receptor is not necessarily associated with 
its capacity to be transmitted via the airborne route.

Although the insights gained from studies in ferrets 
cannot be extrapolated for human-to-human transmis-
sion, the ferret transmission model is one of the best 
models for influenza research available today60. Some of 
the substitutions identified (such as E627K in PB2 and 
T160A in HA) are often found in natural virus isolates, 
and functionally equivalent substitutions exist for most 
of the identified substitutions in ferrets. These findings 
emphasize the risk of the emergence of transmissible 
H5N1 influenza A viruses and, as such, this needs to be 
monitored closely61.

Host jump of the H7 subtype
Since 1979, there have been sporadic cases of human 
infections with both low-pathogenic avian influenza 
(LPAI) and HPAI H7 viruses from Eurasian and North 

Figure 4 | Haemagglutinin proteins from the H5 and H7 subtypes in complex with the avian and human receptor 
analogues. Crystal structures of H5 and H7 haemagglutinin (HA) proteins in complex with avian and human receptor 
analogues. a | Wild-type H5 HA contains the residue Q226 and is glycosylated at residue N158. It has the capacity to 
bind preferentially to the avian receptor (α2,3-linked sialic acid (SA) receptor; shown in cyan) in a favourable trans 
conformation, but it binds weakly to the human receptor (α2,6-linked SA receptor; shown in magenta) in an unfavourable 
trans conformation. The hydrophilic residue Q226 provides a hydrophilic environment, which is compatible with the 
hydrophilic glycosidic oxygen atom of the avian receptor and incompatible with the hydrophobic C6 atom of the human 
receptor. Thus, the H5 HA preferentially binds the avian receptor. The structural figures were created using the Protein 
Data Bank (PDB) accessions 4K63 and 4K64. b | The ferret-transmissible mutant H5 HA (H5mut) has the residue L226 and 
residue 158 is deglycosylated. It binds preferentially to human receptor in a favourable cis conformation, whereas it binds 
weakly to the avian receptor in an unfavourable cis conformation. The hydrophobic residue L226 creates a hydrophobic 
environment, which is compatible with the hydrophobic C6 atom and incompatible with the hydrophilic glycosidic 
oxygen atom. Thus, H5mut preferentially binds to the human receptor. The structural figures were created using PDB 
accessions 4K66 and 4K67. c,d | The crystal structures of Anhui-H7N9 HA (AHH7, carrying the four amino acid substitutions 
S138A, G186V, T221P and Q226L) and an Anhui-H7N9 HA mutant (AHH7mut), in which L226 has been mutated to Q226, in 
complex with the avian or human receptor analogues provide insights into the structural basis of the shift in receptor 
binding. AHH7 and AHH7mut bind to both avian and human receptor analogues. The avian receptor analogues bind in 
different conformations to AHH7 (cis) and the AHH7mut carrying Q226 (trans), whereas the human receptor analogue 
binds to both proteins in a cis conformation. The four amino acid substitutions in AHH7 create a more hydrophobic 
environment that is favourable for binding to the human receptor. Furthermore, mutagenesis assays showed that the 
amino acid substitution Q226L is not solely responsible for the shift in receptor-binding preference of AHH7, and other 
substitutions also have a role. The structural figures were created using the PDB accessions 4KOM, 4KON, 4LKJ and 4LKK.
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American lineages62–71. However, their inefficient trans-
missibility among humans has thus far prevented an 
epidemic or pandemic. Before 2013, the largest out-
break of an HPAI H7N7 virus occurred in 2003 in the 
Netherlands, with three cases of possible human-to-
human virus transmission65.

In 2013, a novel avian H7N9 influenza virus that 
caused severe human infections was first identified in 
Shanghai and Anhui in China. This virus is an LPAI 
virus in domestic poultry, but it can cause severe respira-
tory diseases in humans72. The severity of the infection, 
preliminary epidemiology, environmental factors, virus 
origin and diversity have all been thoroughly investi-
gated2,28,72–75. In addition, the pathogenicity and transmis-
sibility of H7N9 have been evaluated in different animal 
models. Transmission experiments in the ferret model 
revealed that H7N9 viruses are efficiently spread between 
these animals via direct contact but are spread less  
efficiently by the airborne route76–79.

The HA proteins from avian H7N9 viruses preferen-
tially bind to the avian receptor, but most have acquired 
the ability to also bind to human receptors28,80–82. The 
molecular basis underlying HA–receptor binding for 
the Anhui-H7N9 and Shanghai-H7N9 strains have been 
determined by crystallography28,82. In addition, similar 
studies were carried out to determine the structural 
basis for HA binding by comparing Anhui-H7N9 and 
one avian H7N3 virus isolate80. Anhui-H7N9 is the most 
prevalent strain in humans, whereas Shanghai-H7N9 was  
only isolated in a few cases83. Shanghai-H7N9 prefer-
entially binds to the avian receptor analogue, whereas 
Anhui-H7N9 binds to both avian and human recep-
tor analogues (although it has a higher affinity for 
the avian receptor)28,80 (FIG. 4c). This suggests that this 
change in receptor binding enabled Anhui-H7N9 to 
infect humans. However, glycan array analysis of the 
HA protein of A/Shanghai/2/2013 (the HA sequence is 
identical to Anhui-H7N9 HA) reveals negligible binding 
to human receptors and a strong preference for avian 
receptors81. This discrepancy may be due to the differ-
ent assays used and should be further analysed in the 
future. A comparative analysis of Shanghai-H7N9 and 
Anhui-H7N9 HA proteins revealed that Anhui-H7N9 
HA had evolved a total of eight amino acid substitutions, 
and structural analysis showed that four of these substi-
tutions (S138A, G186V, T221P and Q226L) are located 
in the receptor-binding site28 (FIG. 4c). Interestingly, 
mutagenesis studies showed that the amino acid sub-
stitution Q226L is not solely responsible for the shift in 
receptor binding preference of Anhui-H7N9 HA and 
that the other amino acid substitutions in the receptor-
binding site are likely to contribute. This is in contrast 
to H5N1, in which the Q226L substitution and the loss 
of a glycosylation site enabled binding to the human 
receptor. It is possible that Anhui-H7N9 HA acquired 
the ability to bind to the human receptor owing to the 
introduction of two bulky hydrophobic residues by the 
Q226L and G186V substitutions28,80. The crystal struc-
tures of Shanghai-H7N9 HA, Anhui-H7N9 HA and an 
Anhui-H7N9 HA mutant carrying the L226Q muta-
tion, in their free forms and in complex with the avian 

or human receptor analogues, uncovered the structural 
basis of the shift in receptor binding28 (FIG. 4c,d). The 
four substitutions in Anhui-H7N9 HA (S138A, G186V, 
T221P and Q226L) create a hydrophobic region in the 
receptor-binding site, which enhances binding to the 
human receptor. For the first time, two conformations 
of the avian receptor analogue were observed: the avian 
receptor adopted a cis conformation in complex with 
Shanghai-H7N9 HA and a trans conformation when 
bound to the mutant Anhui-H7N9, despite the fact that 
both viruses carry the hydrophilic amino acid Q226. It 
has been reported that the avian receptor analogue can 
exist in two distinct conformations in aqueous solution, 
whereas the human receptor analogue mainly exists in 
the cis conformation84–89. These findings suggest that not 
only amino acid substitutions in HA but also the differ-
ential conformations of the human and avian receptors 
in aqueous solution should be taken into consideration 
when studying the host jump.

In summary, the prevalent H7N9 isolates in the out-
break in China contain the Q226L substitution in HA, 
which has also been shown to be important for the host 
jump of the H2, H3 and H5 subtypes. H7N9 viruses pref-
erentially bind to the avian receptor but have evolved the 
capacity to bind to human receptors, and it is likely that 
they will acquire increasing human receptor-binding 
preference with specific amino acid substitutions in the 
receptor-binding site. Although airborne transmission of 
H7N9 in ferrets was shown to be limited76–79,90, the possi-
bility that current H7N9 viruses might develop airborne 
transmissibility after repeated passage in mammals  
cannot be excluded.

Summary and conclusions
The determinants that contribute to the host jump of 
avian influenza A viruses are complex and involve sev-
eral viral and host factors. Recent crystallographic stud-
ies have provided molecular insights into the shift in 
receptor binding caused by mutations in the viral enve-
lope protein HA, which is a major (but not the only) 
determinant of the host switch. To efficiently switch, 
viruses must acquire a preference for the human recep-
tor, or at least the ability to bind weakly to the human 
receptor in addition to the avian receptor to success-
fully infect and replicate in human epithelial cells in 
the URT, which predominantly express the α2,6-linked 
SA receptor. It is likely that decreased binding to avian 
receptors is required for human-to-human transmis-
sion. This is because the human URT is covered with 
secreted mucin molecules that contain the α2,3-linked 
SA receptor, so viruses could get trapped in the URT 
as these mucin molecules (containing attached virus) 
are tightly bound to the respiratory epithelium and are 
unlikely to be transmitted in droplets generated by 
coughing or sneezing91. 

Amino acid substitutions in HA have been identified 
as major determinants for preferential targeting of human, 
rather than avian, receptors. The H1, H2 and H3 subtypes 
of influenza A viruses have naturally adapted to humans, 
causing worldwide pandemics and epidemics. In the H1 
subtype, the amino acids at positions 190 and 225 in the 
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receptor-binding sites seem to be important for the shift 
in receptor-binding specificity and, in addition, different 
combinations of mutations result in altered receptor-bind-
ing specificity: H1 HA proteins that contain E190/G225, 
E190/D225 or D190/G225 in their receptor-binding site 
have dual receptor-binding specificity, whereas those that 
contain the D190/D225 and D190/E225 substitutions 
specifically bind to the human receptor. The Q226L and 
G228S substitutions in the HA glycoproteins of H2 and 
H3 subtypes are sufficient to change the receptor-binding 
preference from the avian receptor to the human receptor. 
Moreover, experimental adaptation of the H5 subtype 
showed that the Q226L substitution and loss of a glyco-
sylation site near the receptor-binding site contribute to 
the shift in receptor-binding preference from avian 
to human. Finally, in the H7 subtype, amino acid sub-
stitutions at positions 186 and 226 increase binding to 
the human receptor; however, H7 HA still preferentially 
binds to the avian receptor, and the amino acid substitu-
tions that are responsible for the shift in receptor-binding  
specificity remain to be determined.

Although the molecular bases of the receptor-binding 
preference shifts for H1, H2, H3 and H5 HA proteins 
have been established, the mechanism for other HA 
subtypes remains unknown, particularly for H7 and H9. 
In the future, more efforts are needed to elucidate the 
molecular basis of the host jump of the other HA sub-
types, which should aid the rapid identification of newly 
emerging epidemic and pandemic strains. Furthermore, 
owing to technical limitations, we can currently only 
solve the structure of HA in complex with simple recep-
tor analogues with pentasaccharide or trisaccharide. 
However, the sialylated glycan receptors in different 
hosts and tissues are far more complex, with different 
oligosaccharide chains in the receptor, and the molecular 
interaction between HA and complex sialylated glycan 
receptors should be studied in the future.

In conclusion, as single amino acid changes seem to 
be sufficient to alter receptor-binding preference, and as 
natural selection is unpredictable, extensive surveillance 
of influenza viruses will be crucial for the prevention and 
control of future pandemics. 
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